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Parallel Algorithms:

Here we discuss the solution of problems by a number of processors working in concert. In specifying an algorithm for such a setting, we

must specify not only the sequence of actions of individual processors, but also the actions they take in response to the actions of other

processors. The organization and use of multiple processors has come to be divided into two categories : parallel processing and distributed

processing. In the former, a number of processors are coupled together fairly tightly: they are similar processors running at roughly the same

speeds and they frequently exchange information with relatively small delays in the propagation of such information. For such a system, we

wish to assert that at the end of a certain time period, all the processors will have terminated and will collectively hold the solution to the

problem. In distributed processing, on the other hand, less is assumed about the speeds of the processors or the delays in propagating

information between them. Thus, the focus is on establishing that algorithms terminate at all, on guaranteeing the correctness of the results,

and on counting the number of messages that are sent between processors in solving a problem. We begin by studying a model for parallel

computation. We then describe several parallel algorithms in this model : sorting, finding maximal independent sets in graphs, and finding

maximum  matchings  in  graphs.  We also  describe  the  randomized  solution  of two  problems  in  distributed  computation  :  the  choice

coordination problem and the Byzantine agreement problem.

The PRAM Model

Our model for parallel computation will be the synchronous parallel random access machine, which we will abbreviate by PRAM. The

parallel computer will consist of P processors, each of which can be viewed as supporting the RAM model of computation. There is a global

memory consisting of M locations; each processor has a (small) constant number of local registers to which it alone has access. Each of the P

processors may read from and write into any of the M global memory locations; these global memory locations serve as the only mechanism

for communication between the processors. Computation proceeds in a series of synchronous parallel steps. In a parallel step, each processor

first chooses a global memory location whose contents it reads ; next it executes an instruction on the operand fetched, together with any



operands in its registers (the allowable instructions are any of those we allow for a conventional single-processor RAM). Finally, the step

ends with the processor writing into a memory location of its choice. By our assumption of synchrony, every processor finishes executing

step i before any processor begins executing step i + 1. An instruction for the PRAM is a specification, for each processor, of the actions

it is to perform in each of the three phases of a step. A parallel program is a sequence of such instructions. We now address the important

issue of conflict resolution in a PRAM : our definition of an instruction permits a number of processors to attempt to read from or write to

the same global memory location in a step. Logically, there appears to be no problem in allowing several processors to read the contents of

the same global memory location ; however, physical limitations make this action difficult to implement in actual hardware. Of greater

concern are the difficulties that arise when several processors attempt to write into the same global memory location; which of the (possibly

differing) values is actually written into the memory location? A number of solutions have been proposed for this problem of concurrent

writing. We will adopt the simplest of these : we insist that the parallel program ensure that no execution will ever result in a concurrent

write. Thus we deal only with exclusive write PRAMs. As mentioned above, the issue of whether or not to allow concurrent reads is a matter

of attention to hardware implementation. These various read/write models for PRAMs are abbreviated as EREW, CREW, and CRCW, where

the first two letters denote whether reading is exclusive or concurrent and the last two denote what is permissible for writing. In this chapter,

we will only consider EREW and CREW PRAMs. Of particular theoretical interest is the solution of problems by PRAM algorithms in

which the number of processors P is a polynomial function of the input · size n, and the number of PRAM steps is bounded by a poly

logarithmic function of n. We define the classes NC and RNC to capture these notions.

Parallel Processing using CUDA Programming:

Problem 1 : Find Vector Addition using CUDA Programming

Solution : 

#include<stdio.h>

#define MAX 10

//kernel function definition to find addition of two vectors

__global__ void Addition(int *gpu_arr1,int *gpu_arr2,int *gpu_res,int N)

{



  int index;

  index = threadIdx.x + blockIdx.x*blockDim.x;

  if(index<N)

  {

    gpu_res[index] = gpu_arr1[index] + gpu_arr2[index];

  }

}

 

void Display(int Arr[MAX],int n)

{

  for(int i=0;i<n;i++)

  { 

    printf("\n\t Element %d : %d",i+1,Arr[i]);

  }

  printf("\n\t");

}

int main()

{

  int Array1[MAX],Array2[MAX],Result[MAX],i,N;//to allocate memory on the device

  int *dev_Array1,*dev_Array2,*dev_Result;//to declare on CPU & allocate memory on the Device/GPU

  system("clear");//to clear the screen

  printf("\n\t Enter how many elements : ");

  scanf("%d",&N);

  //accept array1 elements



  printf("\n\t Enter Array elements : ");

  for(i=0;i<N;i++)

  { 

    printf("\n\t Element %d : ",i+1);

    scanf("%d",&Array1[i]);

  }

  

  //Display array1 elements

  printf("\n\t Elements of Array1 : "); 

  Display(Array1,N);

 //accept array2 elements

  printf("\n\t Enter Array elements : ");

  for(i=0;i<N;i++)

  { 

    printf("\n\t Element %d : ",i+1);

    scanf("%d",&Array2[i]);

  }

  

  //Display array2 elements

  printf("\n\t Elements of Array2 : "); 

  Display(Array2,N);

  //to allocate memory for arrays on the cuda device

  cudaMalloc((void**)&dev_Array1,sizeof(int)*N);

  cudaMalloc((void**)&dev_Array2,sizeof(int)*N);  

  cudaMalloc((void**)&dev_Result,sizeof(int)*N);  



  

  //transfer data of arrays from CPU to the device for computation

  cudaMemcpy(dev_Array1,Array1,sizeof(int)*N,cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);

  cudaMemcpy(dev_Array2,Array2,sizeof(int)*N,cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);

  

  //call kernel function with N = number of parallel blocks & 1 = total number of threads in each block

  Addition<<<N,1>>>(dev_Array1,dev_Array2,dev_Result,N);

  // copy resultant array from GPU to CPU.

  printf("\n\t Vector addition : ");

  cudaMemcpy(Result,dev_Result,sizeof(int)*N,cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost);

  Display(Result,N); 

  return 0;

}

/*

  Output:

  shri@shri-System-Product-Name:~/CUDA Programs$ nvcc VectorAddition.cu 

        shri@shri-System-Product-Name:~/CUDA Programs$ ./a.out

 Enter how many elements : 5

 Enter Array elements : 

 Element 1 : 1

 Element 2 : 2

 Element 3 : 3

 Element 4 : 4

 Element 5 : 5



 Elements of Array1 : 

 Element 1 : 1

 Element 2 : 2

 Element 3 : 3

 Element 4 : 4

 Element 5 : 5

 Enter Array elements : 

 Element 1 : 1

 Element 2 : 2

 Element 3 : 3

 Element 4 : 4

 Element 5 : 5

 Elements of Array2 : 

 Element 1 : 1

 Element 2 : 2

 Element 3 : 3

 Element 4 : 4

 Element 5 : 5

 Vector addition : 

 Element 1 : 2

 Element 2 : 4

 Element 3 : 6

 Element 4 : 8

 Element 5 : 10

shri@shri-System-Product-Name:~/CUDA Programs$  

*/



Program 2: Implement Quick sort using CUDA

#include "iostream"  

 using namespace std;  

 __global__ void sort(int *arr_d, int pivot, int len, int *arrl_d, int *arrh_d)  

 {  

   int id = threadIdx.x;  

   bool flag;  

   int element = arr_d[id+1];  

   if( element <= pivot )  

     flag = true;  

   else  

     flag = false;  

   __syncthreads();  

   if(flag)  

     arrl_d[id] = element;  

   else  

     arrh_d[id] = element;  

 }  

 void quicksort(int *arr, int len)  

 {  

   if(len == 1 || len == 0)  

     return;  

   int pivot = arr[0];  

   size_t size = len*sizeof(int);  

   int *arr_d, *arrl_d, *arrh_d, *arrl, *arrh;  

   arrl = new int[len];  

   arrh = new int[len];  



   for(int i=0; i<len; i++)  

   {  

     arrl[i] = -9999;  

     arrh[i] = -9999;  

   }  

   cudaMalloc((void **)&arr_d, size);  

   cudaMalloc((void **)&arrl_d, size);  

   cudaMalloc((void **)&arrh_d, size);  

   cudaMemcpy(arr_d, arr, size, cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);  

   cudaMemcpy(arrl_d, arrl, size, cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);  

   cudaMemcpy(arrh_d, arrh, size, cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);  

   sort<<<1, len-1>>>(arr_d, pivot, len, arrl_d, arrh_d);  

   cudaMemcpy(arrl, arrl_d, size, cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost);  

   cudaMemcpy(arrh, arrh_d, size, cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost);  

   int *temp1 = new int[len];  

   int *temp2 = new int[len];  

   for(int i=0; i<len; i++)  

   {  

     temp1[i]=temp2[i]=-9999;  

   }  

   int j=0, k=0;  

   for(int i=0; i<len; i++)  

   {  

     if(arrl[i]!=-9999)  

     {  

       temp1[j++] = arrl[i];  

     }  



     if(arrh[i]!=-9999)  

     {  

       temp2[k++] = arrh[i];  

     }  

   }  

   quicksort(temp1, j);  

   int p=0;  

   for(int i=0; i<j; i++)  

     arr[p++] = temp1[i];  

   arr[p++] = pivot;  

   quicksort(temp2, k);  

   for(int i=0; i<k; i++)  

     arr[p++] = temp2[i];  

   delete(arrl); delete(arrh); delete(temp1); delete(temp2);  

   cudaFree(arr_d); cudaFree(arrl_d); cudaFree(arrh_d);  

 }  

 int main()  

 {  

   int n;  

   cout<<"\nEnter no. of elements you want to sort: ";  

   cin>>n;  

   int arr[n];  

   cout<<"\n\nEnter no.s to be sorted: \n";  

   for (int i = 0 ; i < n ; i++)  

     cin>>arr[i];  

   quicksort(arr, n);  

   cout<<"\nSorted array is: \n";  



   for(int i=0;i<n;i++)  

       cout<<arr[i]<<"\t";  

   return 0;  

 }  

Program 3: Write a program in CUDA to find square of array elements

#include<stdio.h>

#define MAX 100

//kernel function to executes on the GPU/Device

__global__ void Square(int *gpu_A,int *gpu_B,int N)

{

  int index = threadIdx.x;

  if(index<N)

  {

   gpu_B[index] = gpu_A[index] * gpu_A[index];

  }

}

int main()

{

  int A[MAX],B[MAX]; //to store elements on the CPU/Host

  int *dev_A,*dev_B;

  int N,i;

  system("clear");  //to clear the screen

   printf("\n\t How many elements in the array : ");

  scanf("%d",&N);

  



  for(i=0;i<N;i++)

  {

    printf("\n\t Enter element %d : ",i+1);

    scanf("%d",&A[i]);

  }

   //allocate memory on the device for array elements

  cudaMalloc((void**)&dev_A,N*sizeof(int));

  cudaMalloc((void**)&dev_B,N*sizeof(int));

  //copy host array to GPU/Device

  cudaMemcpy(dev_A,A,N*sizeof(int),cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);

  

  //call cuda function

  Square<<<1,N>>>(dev_A,dev_B,N);//1-parallel block & N - Total number of threads in the block

  //copy resultant array from device to CPU/Host

 

  cudaMemcpy(B,dev_B,N*sizeof(int),cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost);

 

  printf("\n\t----- Result---------------- "); 

  printf("\n\t Number\t\tSquare ");

  for(i=0;i<N;i++)

  {

    printf("\n\t %d\t\t%d",A[i],B[i]);

  }

  printf("\n");

  //free GPU memory



  cudaFree(dev_A);

  cudaFree(dev_B);

  return 0;

}

/*

        Output :

shri@shri-System-Product-Name:~/CUDA Programs$ nvcc SquareOfArrayElements.cu

shri@shri-System-Product-Name:~/CUDA Programs$ ./a.out

 How many elements in the array : 5

 Enter element 1 : 1

 Enter element 2 : 2

 Enter element 3 : 3

 Enter element 4 : 4

 Enter element 5 : 5

----- Result---------------- 

 Number Square 

 1 1

 2 4

 3 9

 4 16

 5 25

shri@shri-System-Product-Name:~/CUDA Programs$ */


